SAFETY BULLETIN
JUNE 2021

Crawler utility vehicle runaway
This safety bulletin provides safety advice for the NSW mining industry.

Issue
The NSW Resources Regulator has recently received two notifications where tracked utility type vehicles
have lost motion control and rolled, uncontrolled, down a gradient.
Figure 1 Yanmar C60R-2

Figure 2 Morooka MST-3000VD

Circumstances
In both cases, the operator described the vehicle losing engine power and rolling backwards. In both
instances, the park brake was not effective and the hydrostatic transmission has not held the vehicle on
the grade.

Investigation
Investigations identified, in one case, that the park brake was worn and, when applied, it could not hold
the load. In the other case, hydraulic oil contamination caused the park brake solenoid valve to jam and
not apply the brakes.
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Despite the park brake failing to arrest the vehicle, it is not clear why the vehicles lost power and
potentially stalled under load.
Vehicle specifications for this type of vehicle nominate gradeability from 20 to 30 degrees (1 in 2).

Recommendations
Designers, manufacturers and suppliers of tracked utility vehicle should consider the following:


Review the reliability of safety related controls including braking systems. The review should
include identifying any single line components, assessing the impact of component failure,
and including necessary additional controls to manage potential brake failure.



Secondary or direct means to apply the parking brake should be considered where the
control system has a single point failure.



Provide users of plant the intended operating capabilities and limitations of use such as
grades, payloads, and tramming speed. This is a requirement of the Work Health and Safety
Act (sections 22-25).



Review configuration of the machine and systems to prevent engine stall during operation,
such as power control system settings.

Mine operators using this type of tracked utility vehicle should consider the following:


Review the frequency of testing and inspection of braking systems to ensure that brake
torque capacity is monitored sufficient to arrest and hold the machine on the rated grade.



Review limitations of use published by the vehicle designer or supplier. If capability of the
machine is not clearly established, the user should request current relevant information for
safe operation of the plant from the designer or supplier, refer to Work Health and Safety Act
(sections 22(5)).



Review the capacity of the machine for operation on a grade. A reduction in capacity may be
required to maintain control. When operating loaded on a grade, engine and hydrostatic
braking may be overcome and resulting in a loss of retardation effect.



Provide information to equipment operators on how the machine should be operated on a
grade to prevent engine stalling. This may include specifying throttle and transmission
settings.



Consult with the supplier of plant and review their outcomes of recommendations listed
above.
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NOTE: Please ensure all relevant people in your organisation receive a copy of this safety bulletin and
are informed of its content and recommendations. This safety bulletin should be processed in a
systematic manner through the mine’s information and communication process. It should also be placed
on the mine’s common area, such as your notice board where appropriate.
Visit our website to:


find more safety alerts and bulletins



use our searchable safety database



sign-up to receive mine safety news.
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